Common Types of Investments
1. Introduction
When you invest, you buy something that you expect will grow in value and
provide a profit, either in the short term or over an extended period. You can
choose among a vast universe of investment alternatives, from bank products to
securities such as stocks and bonds to art to real estate. When it comes to
financial investments, most people concentrate on three core categories: stocks,
bonds and cash equivalents. You generally invest in these asset classes directly
by buying an individual security or through mutual funds and exchange-traded
funds (ETFs).
Think of the various types of investments as tools that can help you achieve your
financial goals. Each broad investment type—from bank products to stocks and
bonds—has its own general set of features, risk factors and ways in which they
can be used by investors.
Many financial investments—including stocks, bonds and mutual funds, and
ETFs that invest in these assets—qualify as securities under the federal
securities laws. Securities tend to be widely available, easily bought and sold,
and subject to federal, state and private-sector regulation. However, investing in
securities carries certain risks. That’s because the value of your investment
fluctuates as the market price of the security changes in response to investor
demand. As a result, you can make money, but you can also lose some or all of
your original investment.
Some cash equivalents, which you can exchange for cash with little or no loss of
value, may be securities, as U.S. Treasury bills and money market mutual funds
are—or they may be insured bank products, such as certificates of deposit
(CDs). Cash equivalent securities generally expose you to less risk of losing
money than stocks or bonds, in part because they tend to be very short-term
investments whose values tend to remain stable.
Issuing Stocks and Bonds
When companies want to raise money, called capital, to expand their businesses
or provide additional services, they may issue, or offer, stocks, bonds or both
stocks and bonds for public sale. A stock offering invites investors to buy an
ownership position in the company while a bond offering invites them to make a
loan in exchange for the promise of repayment in full plus a certain rate of
interest for the use of the money.
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Similarly, federal, state and local governments may issue bonds if they want to
raise money to pay for new projects or supplement their tax revenues to pay for
day-to-day operations.
When a company sells stock for the first time, it’s called an initial public offering
or IPO. A company may also make a secondary or follow-on offering to sell
additional shares of its stock to the public. In the case of bonds, each time bonds
are sold to the public to raise money they’re called new issues. Once these
public offerings take place, the capital raising is complete and the stocks and
bonds trade in their respective secondary markets. The issuing organization does
not receive any additional money from secondary transactions.
Public offerings in the U.S. must comply with the federal securities laws and the
rules of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). In addition, there are
often additional state laws that apply to public offerings, as well as rules imposed
by the market in which the security ultimately trades.
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2. Stock
When you invest in stock, you buy ownership shares in a company—also known
as equity shares. Your return on investment, or what you get back in relation to
what you put in, depends on the success or failure of that company. If the
company does well and makes money from the products or services it sells, you
expect to benefit from that success.
There are two main ways to make money with stocks:
1. Dividends. When publicly owned companies are profitable, they can
choose to distribute some of those earnings to shareholders by paying
a dividend. You can either take the dividends in cash or reinvest them
to purchase more shares in the company. Many retired investors focus
on stocks that generate regular dividend income to replace income
they no longer receive from their jobs. Stocks that pay a higher than
average dividends are sometimes referred to as “income stocks.”
2. Capital gains. Stocks are bought and sold constantly throughout each
trading day, and their prices change all the time. When a stock price
goes higher than what you paid to buy it, you can sell your shares at a
profit. These profits are known as capital gains. In contrast, if you sell
your stock for a lower price than you paid to buy it, you’ve incurred a
capital loss.
Both dividends and capital gains depend on the fortunes of the company—
dividends as a result of the company’s earnings and capital gains based on
investor demand for the stock. Demand normally reflects the prospects for the
company’s future performance. Strong demand—the result of many investors
wanting to buy a particular stock—tends to result in an increase in the stock’s
share price. On the other hand, if the company isn’t profitable or if investors are
selling rather than buying its stock, your shares may be worth less than you paid
for them.
The performance of an individual stock is also affected by what’s happening in
the stock market in general, which is in turn affected by the economy as a whole.
For example, if interest rates go up and you think you can make more money
with bonds than you can with stock, you might sell off stock and use that money
to buy bonds. If many investors feel the same way, the stock market as a whole
is likely to drop in value, which in turn may affect the value of the investments
you hold. Other factors, such as political uncertainty at home or abroad, energy
or weather problems, or soaring corporate profits also influence market
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performance.
However—and this is an important element of investing—at a certain point, stock
prices will be low enough to attract investors again. If you and others begin to
buy, stock prices tend to rise, offering the potential for making a profit. That
expectation may breathe new life into the stock market as more people invest.
This cyclical pattern—specifically, the pattern of strength and weakness in the
stock market and the majority of stocks that trade in the stock market—recurs
continually, though the schedule isn’t predictable. Sometimes, the market moves
from strength to weakness and back to strength in only a few months. Other
times, this movement, which is known as a full market cycle, takes years.
At the same time that the stock market is experiencing ups and downs, the bond
market is fluctuating as well. Since it’s not uncommon for the bond market to go
up when the stock market is going down and vice versa, it’s generally considered
a good idea to manage risk by investing in several categories of investments at
the same time. This improves the likelihood that some of your money will be in
the category that’s doing well at any given time.
Common and Preferred Stock
All publicly traded companies issue common stock. Some companies also issue
preferred stock, which exposes you to somewhat less risk of losing money, but
also provides less potential for total return. Your total return includes any income
you receive from an investment plus any change in its value.
If you hold common stock you’re in a position to share in the company’s success
or feel the lack of it. The share price rises and falls all the time—sometimes by
just a few cents and sometimes by several dollars—reflecting investor demand
and the state of the markets. There are no price ceilings, so it’s possible for
shares to double or triple or more over time—though they could also lose value.
The issuing company may pay dividends, but it isn’t required to do so. If it does,
the amount of the dividend isn’t guaranteed, and it could be cut or eliminated
altogether—though companies may be reluctant to do either if they believe it will
send a bad message about the company’s financial health.
Holders of preferred stock, on the other hand, are usually guaranteed a dividend
payment and their dividends are always paid out before dividends on common
stock. So if you’re investing mostly for income—in this case, dividends—
preferred stock may be attractive. But, unlike common stock dividends, which
may increase if the company’s profit rises, preferred dividends are fixed. In
addition, the price of preferred stock doesn’t move as much as common stock
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prices. This means that while preferred stock doesn’t lose much value even
during a downturn in the stock market, it doesn’t increase much either, even if the
price of the common stock soars. So if you’re looking for capital gains, owning
preferred stock may limit your potential profit.
Another distinction between common stock and preferred stock has to do with
what happens if the company fails. In that event, there’s a priority list for a
company’s obligations, and obligations to preferred stockholders must be met
before those to common stockholders. On the other hand, preferred stockholders
are lower on the list of investors to be reimbursed than bondholders.
Classes of Stock
In addition to the choice of common or preferred stock, certain companies may
offer a choice of publicly traded share classes, typically designated by letters of
the alphabet—often A and B. For example, a company may offer a separate
class of stock for one of its divisions which itself was perhaps a well-known,
formerly independent company that has been acquired. In other cases, a
company may issue different share classes that trade at different prices and have
different dividend policies. It makes sense to understand the class of shares you
buy because it also may impact whether you have voting or other rights in the
company.
When a company has dual share classes, it’s common for one share class to be
publicly traded and the other to be nontraded. Nontraded shares are generally
reserved for company founders or current management. There are often
restrictions on selling these shares, and they tend to have what’s known as super
voting power. This makes it possible for insiders to own less than half of the total
shares of a company but control or strongly influence the outcome of issues that
are put to a shareholder vote, such as a decision to sell the company.
Understanding How Stocks Are Described
In addition to the distinctions a company might establish for its shares—such as
common or preferred—industry experts often group stocks generally into
categories, sometimes called subclasses. Common subclasses, explained in
greater detail below, focus on the company’s size, type, performance during
market cycles and potential for short- and long-term growth.
Each subclass has its own characteristics and is subject to specific external
pressures that affect the performance of the stocks within that subclass at any
given time. Since each individual stock fits into one or more subclasses, its
behavior is subject to a variety of factors.
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Market Capitalization. You’ll frequently hear companies referred to as largecap, mid-cap and small-cap. These descriptors refer to market capitalization, also
known as market cap and sometimes shortened to just capitalization. Market cap
is one measure of a company’s size. More specifically, it’s the dollar value of the
company, calculated by multiplying the number of outstanding shares by the
current market price.
There are no fixed cutoff points for large-, mid- or small-cap companies, but you
may see a small-cap company valued at less than $2 billion, mid-cap companies
between $2 billion and $10 billion and large-cap companies over $10 billion—or
the numbers may be twice those amounts. You might also hear about micro-cap
companies, which are even smaller than other small-cap companies.
Larger companies tend to be less vulnerable to the ups and downs of the
economy than smaller ones—but even the most venerable company can fail.
Larger companies typically have larger financial reserves, and can therefore
absorb losses more easily and bounce back more quickly from a bad year. At the
same time, smaller companies may have greater potential for fast growth in
economic boom times than larger companies. Even so, this generalization is no
guarantee that any particular large-cap company will weather a downturn well, or
that any particular small-cap company will or won’t thrive.
Industry and Sector. Companies are subdivided by industry or sector. A sector
is a large section of the economy, such as industrial companies, utility companies
or financial companies. Industries, which are more numerous, are part of a
specific sector. For example, banks are an industry within the financial sector.
Frequently, events in the economy or the business environment can affect an
entire industry. For example, it’s possible that high gas prices could lower the
profits of transportation and delivery companies. A new rule changing the review
process for prescription drugs could affect the profitability of all pharmaceutical
companies.
Sometimes an entire industry might be in the midst of an exciting period of
innovation and expansion, and becomes popular with investors. Other times that
same industry could be stagnant and have little investor appeal. Like the stock
market as a whole, sectors and industries tend to go through cycles, providing
strong performance in some periods and disappointing performance in others.
Defensive and Cyclical. Stocks can also be subdivided into defensive and
cyclical stocks. The difference is in the way their profits, and therefore their stock
prices, tend to respond to the relative strength or weakness of the economy as a
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whole.
Defensive stocks are in industries that offer products and services that people
need, regardless of how well the overall economy is doing. For example, most
people, even in hard times, will continue filling their medical prescriptions, using
electricity and buying groceries. The continuing demand for these necessities
can keep certain industries strong even during a weak economic cycle.
In contrast, some industries, such as travel and luxury goods, are sensitive to
economic up-and-downs. The stock of companies in these industries, known as
cyclicals, may suffer decreased profits and tend to lose market value in times of
economic hardship, as people try to cut down on unnecessary expenses. But
share prices can rebound sharply when the economy gains strength, people
have more discretionary income to spend and their profits rise enough to create
renewed investor interest.
Growth and Value. A common investment strategy for picking stocks is to focus
on either growth or value stocks, or to seek a mixture of the two since their
returns tend to follow a cycle of strength and weakness.
Growth stocks, as the name implies, are issued by companies that are
expanding, sometimes quite quickly but in other cases over a longer period of
time. Typically, rapid expansion is found in young companies in fairly new
industries.
Growth stocks aren’t always new companies, though. They can also be
companies that have been around for some time but are poised for expansion,
which could be due to any number of things, such as technological advances, a
shift in strategy, movement into new markets, acquisitions and so on.
Because growth companies often receive intense media and investor attention,
their stock prices may be higher than their current profits seem to warrant. That’s
because investors are buying the stock based on potential for future earnings,
not on a history of past results. If the stock fulfills expectations, even investors
who pay high prices may realize a profit.
Since companies may take big risks to expand, however, growth stocks may be
very volatile, or subject to rapid price swings. For example, a company’s new
products may not be a hit, there may be unforeseen difficulty doing business in
new countries or the company may find itself saddled with major debt in a period
of rising interest rates. As always with investing, the greater the potential for an
outstanding return, the higher the risk of loss.
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When a growth stock investment provides a positive return, it’s usually as a result
of price improvement—the stock price moves up from where the investor
originally bought it—not because of dividends. Indeed, a key feature of most
growth stocks is an absence of dividend payments to investors. Instead,
company managers tend to plow gains directly back into the company to
continue its growth cycle.
Value stocks, in contrast, are investments selling at what seem to be low prices
given their history and market share. If you buy a value stock, it’s because you
believe that it’s worth more than its current price. You might look for value in
older, more established industries, which tend not to get as much press as newer
industries. One of the big risks in buying value stocks, also known as
undervalued stocks, is that it’s possible that investors are avoiding a company
and its stock for good reasons, and that the price is a fairer reflection of its value
than you think.
On the other hand, if you deliberately buy stocks that are out of fashion and sell
stocks that other investors are buying—in other words, you invest against the
prevailing opinion—you’re considered a contrarian investor. There can be
rewards to this style of investing, since by definition a contrarian investor buys
stocks at low prices and sells them at high ones. However, contrarian investing
requires considerable experience and a strong tolerance for risk, since it may
involve buying the stocks of companies that are in trouble and selling stocks of
companies that other investors are favoring. Being a contrarian also takes
patience, since the turnaround you expect may take a long time.
One way to manage risk when investing in either value or growth stocks is
through mutual funds or exchange-traded funds that diversify across many
companies that meet the fund’s value or growth investment objective.
Volatility
If you’ve seen the jagged lines on charts tracking stock prices, you know that
prices fluctuate throughout the day, week, month and year as demand goes up
and down in the markets. You’ll see short-term fluctuations as the stock’s price
moves within a certain price range, and longer-term trends over months and
years, in which that short-term price range itself moves up or down. The size and
frequency of these short-term fluctuations are known as the stock’s volatility.
If a stock has a relatively large price range over a short time period, it is
considered highly volatile and may expose you to increased risk of loss,
especially if you sell for any reason when the price is down. Though there are
exceptions, growth stocks tend to be more volatile than value stocks.
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In contrast, if the range of prices is relatively narrow over a short time period, a
stock is considered less volatile and normally exposes you to less investment
risk. But reduced risk also means reduced potential for substantial short-term
return since the stock price is unlikely to increase very much in that time frame.
Stocks may become more or less volatile over time. One example might be a
newer stock that had formerly seen big price swings, but becomes less volatile
as the company grows and establishes a track record. Another example might be
a stock with a traditionally stable price that becomes extremely volatile following
unfavorable or favorable news reports, which trigger a rash of buying and selling.
Stock Splits
When a stock price gets very high, companies may decide to split the stock to
bring its price down. One reason to do this is that a very high stock price can
intimidate investors who fear there is little room for growth, or what is known as
price appreciation.
Here’s how a stock split works: Suppose a stock trading at $150 a share is split
3-for-1. If you owned 100 shares worth $15,000 before the split, you would hold
300 shares valued at $50 each after the split, so that your investment would still
be worth $15,000. More investors may become interested in the stock at the
lower price, so there’s always the possibility that your newly split shares will rise
again in price due to increased demand. In fact, it may move back toward the
pre-split price—though, of course, there’s no guarantee that it will.
You may also own stock that goes through a reverse split, though this type of
split is less common, especially among seasoned companies that trade on one of
the major U.S. stock markets. In this case, a company with very low-priced stock
reduces the total number of shares to increase the per-share price.
For example, in a reverse split you might receive one new share for every five old
shares. If the price-per-share had been $1, each new share would be worth $5.
Companies may do reverse splits to maintain their listing on a stock market that
has a minimum per-share price, or to appeal to certain institutional investors who
Evaluating a Stock
When you buy a stock, you’re buying part ownership of a company, so the
questions to ask as you select among the stocks you’re considering are the same
questions you’d ask if you were buying the whole company:


What are the company’s products?
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Are they in demand and of high quality?
Is the industry as a whole doing well?
How has the company performed in the past?
Are talented, experienced managers in charge?
Are operating costs low or too high?
Is the company in heavy debt?
What are the obstacles and challenges the company faces?
Is the stock worth the current price?

Because each company is a different size and has issued a different number of
shares, you need a way to compare the value of different stocks. A common and
quick way to do this is to look at the stock’s earnings. All publicly traded
companies report earnings to the SEC on a quarterly basis in an unaudited filing
known as the 10-Q, and annually in an audited filing known as the 10-K. You can
find these reports in the EDGAR database at the SEC’s website: www.sec.gov.
Earnings-Per-Share and Price-to-Earnings Ratio
If you check those reports, the company’s annual report, or its website, you’ll find
its current earnings-per-share, or EPS. That ratio is calculated by dividing the
company’s total earnings by the number of shares. You can then use this pershare number to compare the results of companies of different sizes. EPS is one
indication of a company’s current strength.
You can divide the current price of a stock by its EPS to get the price-to-earnings
ratio, or P/E multiple, the most commonly quoted measure of stock value. In a
nutshell, P/E tells you how much investors are paying for a dollar of a company’s
earnings. For example, if Company A has a P/E of 25, and Company B has a P/E
of 20, investors are paying more for each dollar earned by Company A than for
each dollar earned by Company B.
There’s no perfect P/E, though there is a market average at any given time. Over
the long term that number has been about 15, though higher in some periods and
lower in others. Value investors tend to look for stocks with relatively low P/E
ratios—below the current average—while growth investors often buy stocks with
higher than average P/E ratios.
While P/E can be a revealing indicator, it shouldn’t be your only measure for
evaluating a stock. For example, there are times you might consider a stock with
a P/E that’s higher than average for its industry if you have reason to be
optimistic about its future prospects. Remember, though, that when a stock has
an unusually high P/E, the company will have to generate substantially higher
earnings in the future to make it worth the price. At the other end of the scale, a
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low P/E may be a sign that significant price appreciation is possible or that a
company is in serious financial trouble. That’s one of the determinations you’ll
want to make before you buy.
A P/E ratio can only be as useful as the earnings numbers it’s based on. While
there are standards for reporting earnings, and a company’s financial reports are
audited, there may still be a lack of consistency across earnings reports. You’ve
probably seen stories in the financial press about companies restating earnings.
This happens when an accounting error or other discrepancy comes to light, and
a company must reissue reports for past periods. Inaccurate or inconsistent
earnings statements may make P/E a less reliable measure of stock value.
Even though P/E is the most widely quoted measure of stock value, it’s not the
only one. You’ll also see stock analysts discussing measures such as ROA
(return on assets), ROE (return on equity) and so on. While all of these acronyms
may seem confusing at first, you may find, as you get to know them, that they
can help answer some of your questions about a company, such as how efficient
it is, how much debt it’s carrying and so on.
Research Reports
One way to learn more about individual stocks is through professional stock
research. The brokerage firm where you have your account may provide
research from its own analysts, affiliate organizations or intendent third party
sources. You can also find independent research from sources your trust, as well
as consensus reports that bring together opinions from a variety of analysts.
Some of this research is free, while other research comes with a price tag.
In order to curb conflicts of interest at brokerage firms that provide investment
banking services to public companies, brokerage firms are required to establish
strict separations between their investment banking and stock analysis
departments to comply with regulations designed to minimize any such potential
conflicts of interest.
Buying and Selling Stock
To buy and sell stock, you usually need to have an account at a brokerage firm,
also known as a broker-dealer. When you establish a relationship with a
brokerage firm, you have options in terms of how you place orders to buy and
sell securities. One option is to work with an individual, and give orders to a
stockbroker at the firm who will execute instructions on your behalf. You may
also want to trade with online through a trading platform, where the firm’s
technology systems route your order to the appropriate market or system for
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execution.
The kind of firm you use will determine how you convey your orders, what types
of services you have access to, and what fees you pay to trade your stocks, in
addition to any firm or broker compensation. In general, the more services the
firm offers, the more you’ll pay for each transaction. Brokerage firms may also
charge fees to maintain your account. It’s always a good idea to read your
brokerage account agreement carefully because it describes applicable costs
and fees and indicates whether the firm reserves the right to change fees over
time, including adding new fees. In general, these brokerage firm fee and
compensation amounts are available on a firm’s website, as required by industry
regulations. For example, you will want to take a look at documents with names
like “brokerage commission and fee schedule.”
Full-service brokerage firms provide research as well as trade executions and
may offer customized portfolio management, investment advice, financial
planning, banking privileges and other services. Discount firms offer fewer
services but, as their name implies, generally charge less to execute the orders
you place. The trick is to find the balance that’s right for you. On the one hand,
you don’t want fees to cut into your returns, but on the other hand, you may
benefit from more guidance. You’ll want to check what effect the amount you
have to invest—what are known as your investable assets—will have on the level
of service you receive and the prices you pay.
You can place buy and sell orders over the phone with your broker or you can
trade stocks online. Many firms offer full account access and trading through their
websites at lower prices than they charge for phone orders. If you do trade
online, it’s important to be wary of trading too much, simply because it’s so easy
to place the trade. You should consider your decisions carefully, taking into
account the fees and taxes as well as the impact on the balance of assets in your
portfolio, before you place an order.
There are ways to buy stock directly through certain companies without using a
broker. For example, if you used a broker to purchase a share of stock in a
company that offers a dividend reinvestment plan, or DRIP, you can choose to
buy additional shares through that plan. DRIPs allow you to automatically
reinvest your dividends and periodically write checks to buy more stock. Some
companies also offer direct purchase plans, or DPPs, that allow you to buy
shares directly from the issuer at any time.
DRIPs and DPPs are usually administered for the company by a third party
known as a shareholder services company or stock transfer agent that can also
handle the sale of your shares. Transaction fees for DRIP and DPP orders tend
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to be substantially less than brokerage fees.
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Trading vs. Buy-and-Hold Investing
The goal of most investors generally is to buy low and sell high. This can result
in two quite different approaches to equity investing.
One approach is described as “trading.” Trading involves following the short-term
price fluctuations of different stocks closely and then trying to buy low and sell
high. Traders usually decide ahead of time the percentage increase they’re
looking for before they sell (or decrease before they buy).
While trading has potential for immediate rewards, it also involves a fair share of
risk because a stock may not recover from a downswing within the time frame
you’d like—and may in fact drop further in price. In addition, frequent trading can
be expensive, since every time you buy and sell, you pay broker’s fees for the
transaction. Also, if you sell a stock that you haven’t held for a year or more, any
profits you make are taxed at the same rate as your regular income, not at your
lower tax rate for long-term capital gains.
Be aware that trading should not be confused with “day trading,” which is the
rapid buying and selling of stock to capitalize on small price changes. Day trading
can be extremely risky, especially if you attempt to day trade using borrowed
money. Individual investors frequently lose money by trying to use this approach.
A very different investing strategy—called buy-and-hold—involves keeping an
investment over an extended period, anticipating that the price will rise over time,
and avoiding the urge to make changes to your investment in reaction to market
fluctuations. While buy-and-hold reduces the money you pay in transaction fees
and short-term capital gains taxes, it requires patience and careful decisionmaking. As a buy-and-hold investor, you generally choose stocks based on a
company’s long-term business prospects. Increases in the stock price over years
tend to be based less on the volatile nature of the market’s changing demands
and more on what’s known as the company’s fundamentals, such as its earnings
and sales, the expertise and vision of its management, the fortunes of its industry
and its position in that industry. Buy-and-hold investors still need to take price
fluctuations into account, and they must pay attention to the stock’s ongoing
performance.
Buying on Margin
When you buy stocks on margin, you borrow part of the cost of the investment
from your broker, in the hopes of increasing your potential returns. To use this
approach, you set up what’s known as a margin account, which typically requires
you to deposit cash or qualified investments worth at least $2,000. Then when
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you invest, you borrow up to half the cost of the stock from your broker and you
pay for the rest. In this way, you can buy and sell more stock than you could
without borrowing, which is a way to leverage your investment.
If the price goes up and you sell the stock, you pay your broker back, plus
interest, and you get to keep the profits. However, if the price drops, you may
have to wait to sell the stock at the price you want, and in the meantime, you’re
paying interest on the amount you’ve borrowed. If the price drops far enough,
your broker will require you to add money or securities to your margin account to
bring it up to the required level. The required level is based on the ratio of your
cash and qualified investments to the amount you borrowed from your broker in
your account. If you can’t add enough money, your broker can sell off the
investments in that account to repay what you’ve borrowed, which invariably
means that you’ll lose money on the deal. In most cases, the decision to do so
resides not with your broker, but with the brokerage firm your broker works for,
which often has specific policies regarding margin trading and margin account
administration. Read any information regarding margin accounts carefully to
understand the firm’s policies and costs as well as risks.
Short Selling
Short selling is a way to profit from a price drop in a company’s stock. However, it
involves more risk than just buying a stock, which is sometimes described as
having a long position, or owning the stock long. To sell a stock short, you borrow
shares from your broker and sell them at their current market price. If that price
falls, as you expect it to, you buy an equal number of shares at a new, lower
price to return to your broker. If the price has dropped enough to offset
transaction fees and the interest you paid on the borrowed shares, you may
pocket a profit. This is a risky strategy, however, because you must still re-buy
the shares and return them to your broker. If you must re-buy the shares at a
price that’s the same as or higher than the price at which you sold the borrowed
shares, after accounting for transaction costs and interest, you will lose money.
Because short selling is, in essence, the sale of stocks you don’t own, there are
strict margin requirements associated with this strategy, and you must set up a
margin account to conduct these transactions. The margin money is used as
collateral for the short sale, helping to insure that the borrowed shares will be
returned to the lender down the road.
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3. Bonds
Bonds are debt investments. They represent a loan you make to an institution—a
corporation, government or government agency—in exchange for interest
payments during a specific term plus the repayment of your principal when the
bond comes due. Because the income you receive from a bond is generally fixed
at the time the bond is created, bonds are often called fixed-income investments.
Here are some concepts that are important to familiarize yourself with when
considering a bond investment.


Par value or face value: the amount you’re lending and expect to be paid
back, usually $1,000 per bond, but sometimes in multiples of $1,000.
 Term: the length of time until the bond matures.
 Maturity date: the date on which the principal is to be paid in full to you.
 Interest: the percentage of the loan amount the borrower will pay you for
the use of your money over the term.
Making Money with Bonds
You can make money with bonds in two ways:
1. Interest. The interest payments from the bond normally provide you with a
fixed source of income for the bond’s term. In most cases, the rate is fixed
at the time the bond is issued.
2. Capital gains. You might also make a profit by selling a bond before
maturity at a higher price than you paid for it.
The interest rate is part of the contractual relationship you have with the
borrower. It’s determined by a number of factors, including the bond’s term,
current market rates and the creditworthiness of its issuer, which depends on the
risk associated with the likelihood of the issuer’s repaying the bond. In general,
longer-term bonds pay higher rates to reward you for committing your money for
an extended period, but that’s not always the case. It’s also typical for a low-rated
issuer to have to offer higher rates to attract interest in its bonds.
Coupon and Yield
Bond interest payments are also called the bond’s coupon, since in the past,
paper bond certificates came with coupons you cut off, or clipped, and
exchanged for interest payments. Today, you no longer need to turn in a coupon
to collect your interest payments. They simply arrive on schedule, typically twice
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a year. The payment and schedule are set in the bond agreement, usually at a
fixed rate but sometimes not. For example, a stepped-coupon bond will change
interest rates at certain dates—going from 3 percent to 5 percent. A floating-rate
bond will adjust the interest rate periodically, according to a specific measure of
current rates, to keep your coupon payments in line with payments made by new
bonds.
Your interest rate is sometimes, but not always, the same as your yield. Yield is a
measure of how much an investment is paying per dollar invested, calculated by
dividing the annual interest by the price. A bond with a higher yield is more
profitable. When you shop for bonds, you’ll find that brokers and online
comparison tables will quote yields, and the financial press often discusses yields
rather than coupon rates in its bond coverage.
There are several ways to calculate a bond’s yield, so it’s important to know
which yield you’re dealing with when you read about bonds or compare them.
The simplest yield calculation—coupon yield—is exactly the same as the bond’s
interest rate. You calculate coupon yield by dividing the amount the bond pays
you per year by the bond’s par value. For example, if par value were $1,000 and
each year you received two coupon payments of $25 each, you would divide $50
(the year’s total) by $1,000 to get a 5 percent coupon yield.
If you buy the bond at issue for par value and hold it to maturity, coupon yield is
what you’ll be concerned about. But if you buy a bond on the secondary market,
the price will probably have moved higher or lower than par. In that case, you’ll
want to look at a number called current yield, which you calculate by dividing the
interest by the actual market price.
Let’s say you were thinking of buying a bond paying 5 percent, or $50 a year, but
that it’s selling at a discount for $925. The bond’s current yield in this case would
be 5.4 percent ($50 divided by $925), which is slightly higher than its coupon
yield. Likewise, if the bond were selling at a premium, meaning a price higher
than par, its current yield would be slightly lower than its coupon yield.
The yield that brokers and bond tables tend to provide is the bond’s yield-tomaturity (YTM). YTM is the overall interest rate earned by an investor who buys a
bond at the market price and holds it until maturity. Mathematically, it is the discount
rate at which the sum of all future cash flows (from coupons and principal
repayment) equals the price of the bond. YTM is often quoted in terms of an annual
rate and may differ from the bond’s coupon rate. It assumes that coupon and
principal payments are made on time. It does not require dividends to be reinvested,
but computations of YTM generally make that assumption. Further, it does not
consider taxes paid by the investor or brokerage costs associated with the purchase.
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Types of Bonds
There are several major categories of bonds that are available in the
marketplace, which you may own either directly or through mutual funds or
exchange-traded funds.


Corporate bonds are issued by companies to raise capital for their
business activities. A company may have a host of reasons for choosing
to issue bonds rather than sell stock. Some companies are concerned
about watering down, or diluting, the value of existing stock by issuing new
shares. Others might want to raise money while remaining privately
owned. Still others might find it less costly to issue bonds, given prevailing
market conditions.



Municipal bonds, also known as munis, are issued by municipalities—
local governments at the state, county or city level—either to supplement
tax revenues or to pay for public projects, such as building a new hospital
or maintaining roads or bridges. A muni is repaid either from tax revenues
or from fees collected by the government that issues the bond. One major
appeal of munis is that the interest they pay is usually free of federal
income tax, and may also be free of state or local income taxes in the
jurisdictions where they are issued. Investors in the highest tax brackets,
however, should take into account that interest on some munis may be
subject to the alternative minimum tax (AMT). In addition, any capital
gains are taxable at all levels of government.



Agency bonds are issued both by government agencies and by
government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs), which are entities like the
Tennessee Valley Authority, a power utility owned by the federal
government, that operate like corporations but have charters from the
government to provide some public service. The largest GSEs in the U.S.
include the Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB), the Federal National
Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac).



Treasury securities, also known as Treasuries, are debt offerings from
the United States Treasury Department. They’re backed by the full faith
and credit of the U.S. government. Treasuries come as short-term
Treasury bills, mid-term Treasury notes and long-term Treasury bonds.
While you do have to pay federal income tax on the interest from
Treasuries, you do not pay state and local taxes on that income.
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Asset-backed securities are loans, accounts receivables or other assets
that are securitized, or packaged into bond offerings, by investment banks
and mortgage corporations. These securities make it possible for you to
invest in these debt markets by buying the bonds, while making the money
you lend available to borrowers who want to finance their purchases. For
instance, mortgage-backed securities, such as those offered by mortgage
corporations Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, make the money collected
from selling bonds available to lenders and ultimately to borrowers who
want to buy a home. Asset-backed bonds are called pass-through
securities because the payments of interest and return of principal that
these borrowers make are returned to the bondholders.
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Zero-Coupon Bonds
Bonds usually make coupon payments twice a year, but zero-coupon bonds, also
known as zeros, pay interest all at once, at maturity, along with the repayment of
principal.
If you’re investing for a future goal when you’ll need a sum of money at a
particular time, a zero-coupon bond may be a useful investment. One way zeros
can be handy is that they pay you interest on the interest that you’ve earned but
haven’t received, at the YTM rate. This eliminates the possibility that you might
have to reinvest your coupon payments at a lower rate than the bond itself is
paying. However, the market price of zeros can be extremely volatile in the
secondary market, so they may be a good investment choice only if you are fairly
certain you will hold them to maturity.
Because zeros are priced differently from coupon-paying bonds, you need less
up front to make a substantial investment. Instead of paying par value, you buy
them at a deep discount, or much less than par value, and you’re repaid par
value at maturity. The discount represents your total income from the bond.
One catch with zeros, however, is that you may still owe income taxes on the
coupon payments during the term of the loan even though you haven’t received
them. For this reason, it may make sense, if you plan to invest in zeros, to do so
through a tax-deferred account or to purchase tax-free municipal zeros issued in
the state where you live.
Callable Bonds
A bond issuer may choose to call a bond—repay the principal to a bond’s
investors before its maturity date—if the bond allows it. These callable bonds
specify the times at which the issuer may call the bond, either in the form of a call
schedule, with specific dates on which the bond may be called, or as a single
date, beyond which the bond may be called at any time.
The risk that your bond will be called makes it more vulnerable to reinvestment
risk, or the risk that you’ll find yourself forced to reinvest your principal at a lower
interest rate than you were receiving on the called bond. That’s especially likely
to occur because issuers generally call bonds when interest rates drop. By
paying back their high-interest debt and borrowing at lower rates with a new bond
issue, issuers can finance their activities more cheaply. However, it leaves you
holding cash to reinvest when interest rates are low.
Issuers may sometimes choose to pay back, or redeem, only part of a total bond
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issue. In that case, investors to be repaid may be chosen by lottery. In addition,
some bonds have a series of calls built in, with a feature known as a sinking
fund—money that the issuer sets aside specifically to pay back a certain chunk of
the total debt in stages.
Because calls can make a bond less attractive to investors, issuers may specify
that the bond will be redeemed at higher than par, giving you the chance to
realize a profit if your bond is called. If you want to consider how much you’ll
make on your investment if the bond is called versus how much you’ll make if it
matures on schedule, you can ask your broker for a yield figure known as yieldto-call, or yield-to-first-call. This number tells you what your yield would be if your
bond were called at the earliest possible date.
Bonds and Risk
Like other investments, when you invest in bonds and bond funds, you face
investment the risk that you might lose money. In addition, the following risks,
which can happen if the price falls and you sell for less than you paid. Just
because you take investment risks doesn't mean you can't exert some control
over what happens to the money you invest.
Credit and default risk. If you have ever loaned money to someone, chances
are you gave some thought to the likelihood of being repaid. Some loans are
riskier than others. The same is true when you invest in bonds. You are taking a
risk that the issuer's promise to repay principal and pay interest on the agreed
upon dates and terms will be upheld. This is called credit risk.
Because of credit risk, whenever you lend money, you need to evaluate whether
the borrower has the financial ability to make interest payments and repay your
principal according to your agreement. For example, on a personal level,
someone with $1 million in his or her bank account is probably a better credit risk
than someone with $100 in the bank. The same is true with corporations, and, in
a slightly different way, with municipal governments.
Other things to take into account are how much debt the borrower already has,
whether the borrower seems financially solid and how the borrower has paid
back debt in the past. The situation is somewhat different with mortgage-backed
securities, since in that case the repayment is from thousands of individual
borrowers repaying their mortgages rather than a single corporation or
government entity.
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While U.S. Treasury securities are generally deemed to be free of default risk,
most bonds face a possibility of default. This means that the bond obligor will
either be late paying creditors (including you, as a bondholder), pay a negotiated
reduced amount or, in worst-case scenarios, be unable to pay at all.
The SEC has designated 10 rating agencies as Nationally Recognized Statistical
Rating Organizations (NRSROs). These organizations review information about
selected issuers, especially financial information, such as the issuer's financial
statements, and assign a rating to an issuer's bonds—from AAA (or Aaa) to D (or
no rating).
Each NRSRO uses its own ratings definitions and employs its own criteria for
rating a given security. It is entirely possible for the same bond to receive a rating
that differs, sometimes substantially, from one NRSRO to the next. While it is a
good idea to compare a bond's rating across the various NRSROs, not all bonds
are rated by every agency, and some bonds are not rated at all. In such cases,
you may find it difficult to assess the overall creditworthiness of the issuer of the
bond.
Bond issuers with high credit ratings can borrow money from investors at lower
rates. In contrast, for lower-quality bonds to be attractive to investors, they have
to offer higher interest rates. The riskiest bonds offer very high rates of interest
but involve a higher chance of default. If the risk pays off, investors could collect
more money than they could with safer bonds, but if it doesn’t, they could end up
losing principal as well as interest. In this sense, high-risk bonds—also known as
junk bonds and sometimes referred to as high-yield bonds—are more
speculative, and investors who purchase them tend to trade them like stocks
rather than hold on to them for the income.
Interest rate risk. Remember the cardinal rule of bonds: When interest rates fall,
bond prices rise, and when interest rates rise, bond prices fall. Interest rate risk is
the risk that changes in interest rates (in the U.S. or other world markets) may
reduce (or increase) the market value of a bond you hold. Interest rate risk—also
referred to as market risk—increases the longer you hold a bond.
Let's look at the risks inherent in rising interest rates.
Say you bought a 10-year, $1,000 bond today at a coupon rate of 4 percent, and
interest rates rise to 6 percent.
If you need to sell your 4 percent bond prior to maturity you must compete with
newer bonds carrying higher coupon rates. These higher coupon rate bonds
decrease the appetite for older bonds that pay lower interest. This decreased
demand depresses the price of older bonds in the secondary market, which
would translate into you receiving a lower price for your bond if you need to sell
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it. In fact, you may have to sell your bond for less than you paid for it. This is why
interest rate risk is also referred to as market risk.
Rising interest rates also make new bonds more attractive (because they earn a
higher coupon rate). This results in what's known as opportunity risk—the risk
that a better opportunity will come around that you may be unable to act upon.
The longer the term of your bond, the greater the chance that a more attractive
investment opportunity will become available, or that any number of other factors
may occur that negatively impact your investment. This also is referred to
as holding-period risk—the risk that not only a better opportunity might be
missed, but that something may happen during the time you hold a bond to
negatively affect your investment.
Bond fund managers face the same risks as individual bondholders. When
interest rates rise—especially when they go up sharply in a short period of time—
the value of the fund's existing bonds drops, which can put a drag on overall fund
performance.
One popular way to manage one aspect of interest rate risk—the risk that your
bond will mature when rates are low and you’ll have to buy new bonds paying a
lower yield—is to stagger the maturity dates of your bonds, so they don’t all
mature at once. Using this technique, known as laddering, you purchase bonds
that mature at regular intervals, such as one or two years apart, so that the
evenly spaced maturities resemble the rungs of a ladder. If you receive
repayments of principal at different times, rather than having all your bonds
repaid at once, you may be able to avoid having to reinvest all your money at an
unattractive rate and missing out on more attractive rates at other times.
Some bonds, known as put bonds, give you the option to redeem your bond, or
exchange it for par value, before the scheduled maturity date. While put bonds
leave you less vulnerable to interest rate risk, since you won’t risk having to sell
your bond in the secondary market at a discount, they also offer lower coupon
rates in exchange for this lower risk.
Call risk. Similar to when a homeowner seeks to refinance a mortgage at a lower
rate to save money when loan rates decline, a bond issuer often calls a bond
when interest rates drop, allowing the issuer to sell new bonds paying lower
interest rates—thus saving the issuer money. For this reason, a bond is often
called following interest rate declines. The bond's principal is repaid early, but the
investor is left unable to find a similar bond with as attractive a yield. This is
known as call risk. With a callable bond, you might not receive the bond's
original coupon rate for the entire term of the bond, and it might be difficult or
impossible to find an equivalent investment paying rates as high as the original
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rate. This is known as reinvestment risk. Additionally, once the call date has
been reached, the stream of a callable bond's interest payments is uncertain, and
any appreciation in the market value of the bond may not rise above the call
price.
Duration risk. If you own bonds or have money in a bond fund, there is a
number you should know. It is called duration. Although stated in years, duration
is not simply a measure of time. Instead, duration signals how much the price of
your bond investment is likely to fluctuate when there is an up or down
movement in interest rates. The higher the duration number, the more sensitive
your bond investment will be to changes in interest rates.
Duration risk is the name economists give to the risk associated with the
sensitivity of a bond’s price to a one percent change in interest rates.
For more information, see FINRA's alert, Duration—What an Interest Rate Hike
Could Do to Your Bond Portfolio.
Refunding risk and sinking funds provisions. A sinking fund provision, which
often is a feature included in bonds issued by industrial and utility companies,
requires a bond issuer to retire a certain number of bonds periodically. This can
be accomplished in a variety of ways, including through purchases in the
secondary market or forced purchases directly from bondholders at a
predetermined price, referred to as refunding risk.
Holders of bonds subject to sinking funds should understand that they risk having
their bonds retired prior to maturity, which raises reinvestment risk.
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Buying and Selling Bonds
Investing in bonds can require a relatively large outlay of money. Although par
value is usually $1,000, many bonds are not available individually and are sold
only in lots of five or more. Agency bonds in particular may have a minimum
investment of $10,000.
Because of this high initial investment, it’s more typical for institutions, such as
mutual funds and pension funds, to own corporate and agency bonds than it is
for individual investors. Some of the same issues exist with municipal bonds, but
certain issuers may market to individuals in part to build community support for
expensive projects.
Treasury securities, however, are the exception. New issues are sold by the
Treasury directly to the public on the TreasuryDirect website at
www.treasurydirect.gov, and you may buy bills, notes and bonds individually with
a minimum investment of $100.
To buy or sell all other bonds, you usually need to work with a broker, who
matches you with sellers and buyers through a bond dealer. Sometimes the
broker’s own firm has bonds in their own inventory to sell, and these may be
priced better than bonds the broker must buy from another firm. Online
brokerage firms are increasingly offering bond trading services, and generally
have information on their websites explaining how a bond order is priced.
You should understand that your brokerage firm is being compensated for
performing services for you. If the firm acts as agent, meaning it acts on your
behalf to buy or sell a bond, you may be charged a commission. In most bond
transactions, the firm acts as principal. For example, it sells you a bond that the
firm already owns. When a firm sells you a bond in a principal capacity, it may
increase or mark up the price you pay over the price the firm paid to acquire the
bond. The mark-up is the firm's compensation. Similarly, if you sell a bond, the
firm, when acting as a principal, may offer you a price that includes a mark-down
from the price that it believes it can sell the bond to another dealer or another
buyer. You should understand that the firm very likely has charged you a fee for
its transaction services.
If the firm acts as agent, the fee will be transparent to you. The firm must disclose
the amount of the commission you were charged in the confirmation of the
transaction. However, if the firm acts as principal, it is not required to disclose to
you on the confirmation how much of the total price you paid to buy the security
was the firm's mark-up; it is only required to disclose the price at which it sold the
bond to you and the yield. Similarly, if you sell a security to a firm and it acts as
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principal, the firm is not required to tell you how much of a mark-down the firm
incorporated in determining the price the firm would pay you. It is also possible to
buy and sell bonds through an online or discount broker, which often charges a
flat fee to buy or sell a bond.
While some bonds trade on the major exchanges, the majority of corporate
bonds trade over-the-counter and, until recently, it was difficult for individuals to
find current prices. Today, extensive real-time trade information and end-of-day
index information on corporate bonds are displayed without charge in the Market
Data section of FINRA’s website at www.finra.org/marketdata.
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4. Mutual Funds
Mutual funds are a popular way to invest in securities. Because mutual funds can
offer built-in diversification and professional management, they offer certain
advantages over purchasing individual stocks and bonds. But, like investing in
any security, investing in a mutual fund involves certain risks, including the
possibility that you may lose money.
Technically known as an “open-end company,” a mutual fund is an investment
company that pools money from many investors and invests it based on specific
investment goals. The mutual fund raises money by selling its own shares to
investors. The money is used to purchase a portfolio of stocks, bonds, short-term
money-market instruments, other securities or assets, or some combination of
these investments. Each share represents an ownership slice of the fund and
gives the investor a proportional right, based on the number of shares he or she
owns, to income and capital gains that the fund generates from its investments.
The particular investments a fund makes are determined by its objectives and, in
the case of an actively managed fund, by the investment style and skill of the
fund’s professional manager or managers. The holdings of the mutual fund are
known as its underlying investments, and the performance of those investments,
minus fund fees, determine the fund’s investment return
While there are literally thousands of individual mutual funds, there are only a
handful of major fund categories:





Stock funds, which invest in stocks;
Bond funds, which invest in bonds;
Balanced funds, which invest in a combination of stocks and bonds; and
Money market funds, which invest in very short-term investments and are
sometimes described as cash equivalents.

You can find all of the details about a mutual fund—including its investment
strategy, risk profile, performance history, management and fees—in a document
called the prospectus. You should always read the prospectus before investing in
a fund.
When you buy shares of a fund you become a part owner of the fund. This is true
of bond funds as well as stock funds, which means there is an important
distinction between owning an individual bond and owning a fund that owns the
bond. When you buy a bond, you are promised a specific rate of interest and
return of your principal. That’s not the case with a bond fund, which owns a
number of bonds with different rates and maturities. What your equity ownership
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of the fund provides is the right to a share of what the fund collects in interest,
realizes in capital gains, and receives back if it holds a bond to maturity, less any
costs and fees you pay into the fund.
Making Money with Mutual Funds
If you own shares in a mutual fund, you share in its profits. For example, when
the fund’s underlying stocks or bonds pay income from dividends or interest, the
fund pays those profits, after expenses, to its shareholders in payments known
as income distributions. Also, when the fund has capital gains from selling
investments in its portfolio at a profit, it passes on those after-expense profits to
shareholders as capital gains distributions. You generally have the option of
receiving these distributions in cash or having them automatically reinvested in
the fund to increase the number of shares you own.
Of course, you have to pay taxes on the fund’s income distributions, and usually
on its capital gains, if you own the fund in a taxable account. When you invest in
a mutual fund you may have short-term capital gains, which are taxed at the
same rate as your ordinary income—something you may try to avoid when you
sell your individual securities. You may also owe capital gains taxes if the fund
sells some investments for more than it paid to buy them, even if the overall
return on the fund is down for the year or if you became an investor of the fund
after the fund bought those investments in question.
However, if you own the mutual fund in a tax-deferred or tax-free account, such
as an individual retirement account, no tax is due on any of these distributions
when you receive them. But withdrawals from a tax-deferred account will be
taxed as ordinary income and not as capital gains. No taxes are owed on
withdrawals from a tax-free account.
You may also make money from your fund shares by selling them back to the
fund, or redeeming them, if the underlying investments in the fund have
increased in value since the time you purchased shares in the funds. In that
case, your profit will be the increase in the fund’s per-share value, also known as
its net asset value or NAV. Here, too, taxes are due the year you realize gains in
a taxable account, but not in a tax-deferred or tax-free account. Capital gains for
mutual funds are calculated somewhat differently than gains for individual
investments, and the fund will let you know each year your taxable share of the
fund’s gains.
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Active vs. Passive Management
When a fund is actively managed, it employs a professional portfolio manager, or
team of managers, to decide which underlying investments to choose for its
portfolio. In fact, one reason you might choose a specific fund is to benefit from
the expertise of its professional managers. A successful fund manager has the
experience, the knowledge and the time to seek and track investments—key
attributes that you may lack.
The goal of an active fund manager is to beat the market—to get better returns
by choosing investments he or she believes to be top-performing selections.
While there is a range of ways to measure market performance, each fund is
measured against the appropriate market index, or benchmark, based on its
stated investment strategy and the types of investments it makes.
For instance, many large-cap stock funds typically use the Standard & Poor’s
500 Index as the benchmark for their performance. A fund that invests in stocks
across market capitalizations might use the Dow Jones Wilshire 5000 Total Stock
Market Index, which measures more than 5,000 stocks, including small-, midand large-company stocks. Other indexes that track only stocks issued by
companies of a certain size, or that follow stocks in a particular industry, are the
benchmarks for mutual funds investing in those segments of the market.
Similarly, bond funds measure their performance against a standard, such as the
yield from the 10-year Treasury bond, or against a broad bond index that tracks
the yields of many bonds.
One of the challenges that portfolio managers face in providing stronger-thanbenchmark returns is that their funds’ performance needs to compensate for their
operating costs. The returns of actively managed funds are reduced first by the
cost of hiring a professional fund manager and second by the cost of buying and
selling investments in the fund. Suppose, for example, that the management and
administrative fees of an actively managed fund are 1.5 percent of the fund’s
total assets and the fund’s benchmark provided a 7 percent return. To beat that
benchmark, the portfolio manager would need to assemble a fund portfolio that
returned better than 8.5 percent before fees were taken out. Anything less, and
the fund’s returns would lag its benchmark.
In any given year, most actively managed funds do not beat the market. In fact,
studies show that very few actively managed funds provide stronger-thanbenchmark returns over long periods of time, including those with impressive
short-term performance records.
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Passive funds seek to replicate the performance of their benchmarks instead of
outperforming them. For instance, the manager of an index fund that tracks the
performance of the S&P 500 typically buys a portfolio that includes all of the
stocks in that index in the same proportions as they are represented in the index.
If the S&P 500 were to drop a company from the list, the fund would sell it, and if
the S&P 500 were to add a company, the fund would buy it. Because index funds
don’t need to retain active professional managers, and because their holdings
aren’t as frequently traded, they normally have lower operating costs than
actively managed funds. However, the fees vary from index fund to index fund,
which means the return on these funds varies as well.
Some index funds, which go by names such as enhanced index funds, are
hybrids. Their managers pick and choose among the investments tracked by the
benchmark index in order to provide a superior return. In bad years, this hybrid
approach may produce positive returns, or returns that are slightly better than the
overall index. Of course, it’s always possible that this type of hybrid fund will not
do as well as the overall index. In addition, the fees for these enhanced funds
may be higher than the average for index funds.
Fund Objectives
Within the major categories of mutual funds, there are individual funds with a
variety of investment objectives, or goals the fund wants to meet on behalf of its
shareholders. Here is just a sampling of the many you’ll find:
Stock funds:








Growth funds invest in stocks that the fund’s portfolio manager
believes have potential for significant price appreciation.
Value funds invest in stocks that the fund’s portfolio manager believes
are underpriced in the secondary market.
Equity income funds invest in stocks that regularly pay dividends.
Stock index funds are passively managed funds, which attempt to
replicate the performance of a specific stock market index by investing
in the stocks held by that index.
Small-cap, mid-cap or large-cap stock funds stick to companies
within a certain size range. Economic cycles tend to favor different
sized companies at different times, so, for example, a small-cap fund
may be doing very well at a time when large-cap funds are stagnant,
and vice versa.
Socially responsible funds invest according to political, social,
religious or ethical guidelines, which you’ll find described in the fund’s
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prospectus. Many socially responsible funds also take an activist role
in the companies where they invest by representing their shareholders’
ethical concerns at meetings with company management.
Sector funds specialize in stocks of particular segments of the
economy. For example, you may find funds that specialize solely in
technology stocks, in healthcare stocks and so on. Sector funds tend to
be less diversified than funds that invest across sectors, but they do
provide a way to participate in a profitable segment of the economy
without having to identify specific companies.
International, global, regional, country-specific or emerging
markets funds extend their reach beyond the United States.
International funds invest exclusively in non-U.S. companies. Global
funds may invest in stocks of companies all over the world, including
U.S. companies with global businesses. Regional funds focus on
stocks of companies in a particular region, such as Europe, Asia or
Latin America, while country-specific funds narrow their range to stocks
from a single country. Funds that invest in emerging markets look for
stocks in developing countries.

Bond funds:
 Corporate, agency or municipal bond funds focus on bonds from a
single type of issuer, across a range of different maturities.
 Short-term or intermediate-term bond funds focus on short- or
intermediate-term bonds from a wide variety of issuers.
 Treasury bond funds invest in Treasury issues.
 High-yield bond funds invest in lower-rated bonds with higher coupon
rates.
Other funds:
 Balanced funds invest in a mixture of stocks and bonds to build a
portfolio diversified across both asset classes. The target percentages
for each type of investment are stated in the prospectus. Because
stocks and bonds tend to do well during different phases of an
economic cycle, balanced funds may be less volatile than pure stock or
bond funds.
 Funds of funds are mutual funds that invest in other mutual funds.
While these funds can achieve much greater diversification than any
single fund, their returns can be affected by the fees of both the fund
itself and the underlying funds. There may also be redundancy, which
can cut down on diversification, since several of the underlying funds
may hold the same investments.
 Target-date funds, sometimes called lifecycle funds, are funds of
funds that change their investments over time to meet goals you plan
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to reach at a specific time, such as retirement. Typically, target-date
funds are sold by date, such as a 2025 fund. The farther away the date
is, the greater the risks the fund usually takes. As the target date
approaches, the fund changes its balance of investments to emphasize
conserving the value it has built up and to shift toward incomeproducing investments.
Money market funds invest in short-term debt, such as Treasury bills
and the very short-term corporate debt known as commercial paper.
These investments have historically been considered cash equivalents.
Money market funds invest with the goal of maintaining a share price of
$1. While rare, it is possible for money market funds to lose money,
and a fund did lose money as recently as 2008. They aren’t insured by
the FDIC—but some funds may have other types of insurance. Always
ask the fund you are considering if and how it is insured.

It’s important to keep in mind that funds don’t always invest 100 percent of their
assets in line with the strategy implied by their stated objectives. Some funds
undergo what’s called style drift when the fund manager invests a portion of
assets in a category that the fund would typically exclude—for example, the
manager of large-company fund may invest in some mid-sized or small
companies. Fund managers may make this type of adjustment to compensate for
lagging performance, but it may expose you to risks you weren’t prepared for.
The SEC has issued rules that require a mutual fund to invest at least 80 percent
of its assets in the type of investment suggested by its name. But funds can still
invest up to one-fifth of their holdings in other types of securities—including
securities that you might consider too risky or perhaps not aggressive enough.
You might want to check the latest quarterly report showing the fund’s major
investment holdings to see how closely the fund manager is sticking to the
strategy described in the prospectus, which is presumably why you invested in
the fund.
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Understanding Mutual Fund Fees
All mutual funds charge fees. Because small percentage differences can add up
to a big dollar difference in the returns on your mutual funds, it’s important to be
aware of all the fees associated with any fund you invest in. Some fees are
charged at specific times, based on actions you take, and some are charged on
an ongoing basis. Fees are described in detail in each fund’s prospectus, which
you should be sure to read before investing in any fund.
Here are types of fees that may be charged on an ongoing basis:





Management fees. These fees pay the fund’s portfolio manager.
12b-1 fees. These fees, capped at 1 percent of your assets in the fund,
are taken out of the fund’s assets to pay for the cost of marketing and
selling the fund, for some shareholder services and sometimes to pay
employee bonuses.
Other expenses. This miscellaneous category includes the costs of
providing services to shareholders outside of the expenses covered by
12b-1 fees or portfolio management fees. You also pay transaction
fees for the trades the fund makes, though this amount is not reported
separately as the other fees are.

The following fees are based on actions you may take:






Account fees. Funds may charge you a separate fee to maintain your
account, especially if your investment falls below a set dollar amount.
Redemption fees. To discourage very short-term trading, funds often
charge a redemption fee to investors who sell shares shortly after
buying them. Redemption fees may be charged anywhere from a few
days to over a year. So it’s important to understand if and how your
fund assesses redemption fees before you buy, especially if you think
you might need to sell your shares shortly after purchasing them.
Exchange fees. Some funds also charge exchange fees for moving
your money from one fund to another fund offered by the same
investment company.
Purchase fees. Whether or not a fund charges a front-end sales
charge, it may assess a purchase fee at the time you buy shares of the
fund.

One easy way to compare mutual funds fees is to look for a number called the
fund’s Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses, also called the Expense Ratio.
This percentage, which you can find in a fund’s prospectus, on the fund’s website
or in financial publications, will tell you the percentage of the fund’s total assets
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that goes toward paying its recurring fees every year. The higher the fund’s fees,
the greater its handicap in terms of doing better than the overall market as
measured by the appropriate benchmark.
For example, if you were considering two similar funds, Fund ABC and Fund
XYZ, you might want to look at their expense ratios. Suppose Fund ABC had an
expense ratio of 0.75 percent of assets, while Fund XYZ had an expense ratio of
1.85 percent. For Fund XYZ to match Fund ABC in annual returns, it would need
a portfolio that outperformed Fund ABC by more than a full percentage point.
Remember, though, that the expense ratio does not include loads, which are fees
you may pay when you buy or sell your fund.
FINRA provides an easy-to-use, online Fund Analyzer at
www.finra.org/fundanalyzer that allows you to compare expenses among funds—
or among different share classes of the same fund.
You should also be aware of transaction fees, which the mutual fund pays to a
brokerage firm to execute its buy and sell orders. Those fees are not included in
the expense ratio, but are subtracted before the fund’s return is calculated. The
more the fund buys and sells in its portfolio, which is reported as its turnover rate,
the higher its transaction costs may be.
Understanding Loads and Mutual Fund Share Classes
When you buy mutual fund shares from a stockbroker or other investment
professional, you might have to pay sales charges, called loads, which are
calculated as a percentage of the amount you invest. Like commissions on stock
or mark-ups and mark-downs on bond transactions, these charges compensate
the broker for the time and effort of working with you to select an appropriate
investment.
The rate at which you’re charged varies from fund company to fund company. In
addition, companies may offer different classes of shares, which assess the
charge at different times. You’ll want to be sure you understand the financial
consequences of choosing a specific share class before you purchase a fund.
You can use the FINRA Fund Analyzer to compare share classes.
Class A shares have a front-end load, which is a commission you pay at the time
you buy the shares. The average range is between 2 percent and 5 percent,
though it varies. This amount is subtracted from the total you’re investing in the
fund. For example, if you invest $1,000 in a fund with a 5 percent front-end load,
$950 of your investment would buy fund shares, and $50 would go to your
broker.
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Class B shares have a back-end load, which you don’t pay unless you sell your
shares during the period the charge applies, which is usually up to seven years
after purchase, though it could be longer or shorter. The load tends to drop,
perhaps by a percentage point each year, and then disappears altogether.
However, the annual fees that the fund charges on Class B shares are higher
than the fees on Class A shares. Back-end loads are also known as contingent
deferred sales charges (CDSC).
Class C shares may carry a level load, which a fund collects every year you hold
the fund, or they may have a back-end load or CDSC, similar to B shares. Class
C shares also tend to have higher annual fees than Class A shares, typically on a
par with those that apply to Class B shares. In addition, C shares do not convert
to another share class.
As their name implies, no-load funds do not impose sales charges and you
typically buy shares directly from the investment company that offers these
funds. The same funds may be available, with a load, from investment
professionals. Remember, though, that while no-load funds have no sales
charges, they may still charge 12b-1 fees, purchase fees, redemption fees,
exchange fees and account fees in addition to the operating fees that all funds
charge.
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Breakpoints
Sometimes load funds offer volume discounts for higher investment amounts, in
much the way that supermarkets sometimes offer economy bargains for buying
certain things in bulk. In the case of funds, your front-end load, or Class A share
sales charges, may be reduced if you invest a certain amount. The amounts at
which your sales charges drop are called breakpoints. The breakpoints are
different for each fund, and your broker must tell you what they are and apply
breakpoints if your investment qualifies.
Breakpoint rules vary, but some funds let you qualify for breakpoints if all your
investments within the same fund family—funds offered by the same fund
company—add up to the breakpoint level. Some funds let the total investments
made by all the members of your household count toward the breakpoint. In
addition, some funds let you qualify for a breakpoint over time, instead of with a
single investment, by adding your past investments to your new ones. You might
even qualify for a breakpoint if you write a letter of intent, informing the fund that
you’re planning to invest enough to qualify for the breakpoint in the future.
In short, funds can offer breakpoints any number of ways, or they may not offer
them at all. Whenever you’re entitled to breakpoints, however, the fund is
required to apply them to your investment. To find out whether a fund offers
breakpoints, use FINRA’s Fund Analyzer.

Open-End vs. Closed-End Funds
One of the key distinguishing features of a mutual fund, or open-end fund, is that
investors can buy and sell shares at any time. Funds create new shares to meet
demand for increased sales and buy back shares from investors who want to
sell. Sometimes, open-end funds get so large that they are closed to new
investors. Even if an open-end fund is closed, however, it still remains an openend fund since existing shareholders can continue to buy and sell fund shares.
Open-end funds calculate the value of one share, known as the net asset value
(NAV), only once a day, when the investment markets close. All purchase and
sales for the day are recorded at that NAV. To figure its NAV, a fund adds up the
total value of its investment holdings, subtracts the fund’s fees and expenses and
divides that amount by the number of fund shares that investors are currently
holding.
NAV isn’t necessarily a measure of a fund’s success, as stock prices are,
however. Since open-end funds can issue new shares and buy back old ones all
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the time, the number of shares and the dollars invested in the fund are constantly
changing. That’s why in comparing two funds it makes more sense to look at
their total return over time rather than to compare their NAVs.
Closed-end funds differ from open-end funds because they raise money only
once in a single offering, much the way a stock issue raises money for the
company only once, at its initial public offering, or IPO. After the shares are sold,
the closed-end fund uses the money to buy a portfolio of underlying investments,
and any further growth in the size of the fund depends on the return on its
investments, not new investment dollars. The fund is then listed on an exchange,
the way an individual stock is, and shares trade throughout the day.
You buy or sell shares of a closed-end fund by placing the order with your
stockbroker. The price for closed-end funds rises and falls in response to investor
demand, and may be higher or lower than its NAV, or the actual per-share value
of the fund’s underlying investments.
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5. Exchange-Traded Funds
Exchange-traded funds, or ETFs, are pooled investments that combine aspects
of mutual funds with those of individual stocks. Like a mutual fund, each ETF
owns a group of investments, sometimes described as a basket, which reflects
the composition of the index that the ETF tracks. But like a stock, an ETF is listed
on an exchange and trades throughout the day, so that an order you place to buy
or sell is executed at the current trading price.
You buy ETFs for the same reason you buy mutual funds—to achieve a level of
diversification in an asset subclass that‘s difficult to accomplish on your own with
a portfolio of individual securities. In addition, because there are so many ETFs
tracking both broad and narrow segments of the market, you can use ETFs, or a
combination of ETFs and individual securities and mutual funds to add asset
classes to your portfolio that you might not be able to invest in otherwise. But
ETFs, despite the word “fund” in their names, are not—and are not allowed to
call themselves—mutual funds.
Using ETFs
Net asset value (NAV) is calculated in the same way a mutual fund’s is—by
dividing the combined value of the basket of securities the ETF holds by the
number of shares that have been created. The market price is not identical to the
NAV, as is the case with open-end mutual funds because it is affected by
investor demand—or lack of it—for shares. But unlike closed-end funds, which
they resemble in certain ways, ETFs are constructed so that the trading price
rarely moves much above or below the NAV. This means there’s little risk of
having to pay a premium or sell at a discount.
Like other investments, your ETF may increase in value and, if you wish, you can
sell at a profit. Of course, if the NAV falls and you sell, you may have a loss. You
also benefit if the securities an ETF holds pay interest or dividends. That income
may either be reinvested or paid to shareholders quarterly or annually,
depending on the way the ETF is structured.
You can own ETFs in taxable, tax-deferred or tax-free accounts. In taxable
accounts, any capital gains the fund realizes from selling shares are taxed in the
year you realize them, though the rate that applies may be your long-term capital
gains rate. However, ETFs that track traditional indexes tend to have fairly
modest turnover and so are fairly tax efficient.
In contrast, in a tax-deferred account, gains become part of the total assets in the
account and are taxed as ordinary income when you withdraw at some point in
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the future. In a tax-free account, any gains or income escape tax if you follow the
rules for withdrawal.
Buying and Selling ETFs
You buy ETFs through your brokerage account, as you do individual stocks, and
pay a commission on each transaction. In addition, ETFs have expense ratios, as
mutual funds do, calculated as a percentage of the assets you have invested.
However, ETF expense ratios tend to be closer to the fees on index funds than to
those on actively traded funds—and in many cases are lower than comparable
index funds.
Unlike mutual funds, it is also possible to buy ETFs on margin and sell them
short. These advanced investment strategies may be useful for some
experienced investors.
Because of the commission you pay on each transaction, ETFs, like individual
stocks, are generally not recommended for incremental investing strategies such
as dollar-cost averaging because the sales charges could erode investment
return. However, the same caution applies to load mutual funds.
Comparing ETFs and Mutual Funds
When you’re considering an index investment, you’ll want to think about some of
the ways in which ETFs and mutual funds differ.
ETFs don’t need to hold much of their portfolio in cash as mutual funds do,
because they don’t have to buy back shares that investors want to redeem.
Instead, shares are bought and sold among investors at the market price. Cash
assets rarely provide the same level of return as assets fully invested in
securities. For the same reason, ETFs don’t have to sell investments to raise
cash when investors are selling shares. This reduces transaction costs and
short-term capital gains, both of which can reduce your overall return on a mutual
fund.
On the other hand, ETFs that track smaller or nontraditional indexes may be
thinly traded, which could make it difficult for you to sell at a price you want. In
addition, if the compositions of nontraditional indexes change frequently, as is
sometimes the case, the ETF will be less tax efficient than you might have
anticipated.
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6. Real Estate Investment Trusts
Real estate investment trusts, commonly known as REITs, are corporations that
sell shares to raise money for investments in real estate or, less often, a portfolio
of real estate mortgages. Equity REITs offer you a way to invest in real estate
indirectly, without the responsibility for identifying the properties to be included in
the portfolio, raising the capital to buy them or ensuring the portfolio is diversified.
REITs can offer tax advantages. For instance, qualified REITs that meet Internal
Revenue Service requirements can deduct distributions paid to shareholders
from corporate taxable income, avoiding double taxation. The REIT must also
distribute at least 90 percent of its taxable income to shareholders annually.
These distributions are taxable to the extent of any ordinary income and capital
gains included in the distribution.
How REITs Work
Each REIT has a management team that buys and manages the REIT’s
properties and distributes income to shareholders. REITs collect rental income
from tenants of the properties it owns and realize capital gains when it sells
properties that have appreciated in value. A key distinction between REITs and
individual real estate companies is that a REIT must acquire and develop its
properties primarily to operate them as part of its own portfolio rather than to
resell them once they are developed.
REITs can be publicly held or privately owned. Public REITs must register their
securities with the SEC. You can buy and sell shares of public REITs that are
listed on a stock exchange in the same way you buy individual securities, closedend funds or ETFs. Some REITs are also sold over-the-counter, as some stocks
are.
There is another type of REIT—a private REIT, or private-placement REIT—
that also does not trade on an exchange. Private REITS carry significant risk to
investors. Not only are they unlisted, making them hard to value and trade, but
they also generally are exempt from Securities Act registration. As such, private
REITs are not subject to the same disclosure requirements as public non-traded
REITs. The lack of disclosure documents makes it extremely difficult for investors
to make an informed decision about the investment. Private REITS generally can
be sold only to accredited investors, for instance those with a net worth in excess
of $1 million. As with any private investment, it is a good idea to have the
investment reviewed by an investment professional who understands the product
and can offer impartial advice.
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Making Money with REITS
Most people who buy REITs do so primarily for the income they distribute to
investors. In the case of exchange-traded REITs, Investors typically seek income
from distributions over a period of years. Upon liquidation, return of capital may
be more or less than the original investment depending on the value of assets. In
the case of public non-traded REITs, investors typically seek capital appreciation
based on prices at which REITs’ shares trade on an exchange. REITs also may
pay distributions to shareholders.
It is important for investors to realize that, especially with public non-traded
REITS, distributions can fluctuate, and stop altogether, if financial circumstances
dictate. Furthermore, distributions are not guaranteed and may exceed operating
cash flow. Deciding whether to pay distributions and the amount of any
distribution is within discretion of a REIT’s Board of Directors in the exercise of its
fiduciary duties. Many factors may influence the composition of these payments.
For example, in newer programs, distributions may be funded in part or entirely
by cash from investor capital or borrowings—leveraged money that does not
come from income generated by the real estate itself, such as rents or hotel
occupancy fees.
Evaluating REITs
While REITs resemble funds in some ways, the evaluation process for REITS is
closer to the process you would use to evaluate an individual stock. Before
investing in a REIT, you’ll want to research a number of factors that can affect
REIT performance, such as:






management quality and corporate structure;
anticipated total return from the REIT, estimated from the expected price
change and the prevailing dividend yield;
current dividend yields relative to other income-generating investments
such as bonds or utility stocks;
anticipated growth in earnings per share; and
underlying asset values of the real estate and/or mortgages, and other
assets.

It is also valuable to be knowledgeable about the factors that impact earnings
growth, or lack of it, in real estate investments generally. These include an
understanding of revenue sources generally based on occupancy rates and rent
prices, cost-efficiencies that may arise and new business opportunities.
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